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Designing a new office can be a daunting task, so
here are some tips to see you through.

To start:

1.  A good design company will educate you about 

     all the different elements that need to be

     considered when designing an effective and 

     efficient office space

 

2. You will need to identify your overall objectives 

    and realise the opportunities available when

    designing new office spaces. A professional 

    design company will guide you on effective 

    office use and the benefits of a new approach

    to ways of working.

3. The design company will collaborate with you

    to get an understanding of how your business

    processes work. This will then guide you to 

    choosing the best design solutions for your 

    office. These are some of the questions they 

    would ask:
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The benefits of using a design company when 
changing your offices.

Benefits of using a design company



•   Why does your company need a new space? 

•   Have you considered future growth?

•   What benefits do you hope to achieve with your new office 

     design? 

•   Is the office design focused on improving your employee’s 

     productivity and engagement in the company? 

•   Are you trying to attract specialists in your field and is staff 

     retention an issue?

•   Have you considered the corporate culture of your company 

     and how it affects  the way your staff work with and interact 

     with one another?  This is often an eye opener and can lead

     to some internal adjustments.

•   Do you know what motivates your employees to perform to 

     their full potential?

•   Are your employees battling with certain elements such as

     interruptions or noise management in their current environment?
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Design with a purpose

Professional design companies will help you

to envision what your ideal office space would

look like and why. There is always a considered

reason for choices that are made for your 

interiors and these will be communicated to you. 

This eliminates surprises and helps you to feel 

confident that the final outcome will be something

you are happy with. Once you have a clear mental

picture of what you are trying to achieve the rest 

of the process will follow through.

Challenges

There are always challenges facing any business 

and this is a great opportunity to address some 

of them with intuitive design.
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Some of the challenges you may be facing are:

•  Demotivated, unhappy and disengaged employees

•  High staff turnover 

•  Complaints about the air-conditioning system or poor lighting

•  Staff are unable to concentrate due to distractions experienced in the workplace

•  Perceived lack of transparency due to poor office design

•  Miscommunication or lack of communication leaving staff bewildered

    and lacking in trust. If layouts don’t encourage communication this is

    unavoidable

•  Lack of privacy when required

•  Lack of space for colleagues to explore ideas together

•  Lack of space to meet clients and colleagues

•  Nowhere to eat and relax 

Effective office design could provide a good foundation for solving some of 

these challenges and an experienced design company will work with you

to identify these challenges and offer solutions. Use the change in your 

offices as a platform to leverage improvements in your organisation.
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The benefits of good office design

•   As we all know, first impressions are made within seconds.  

     If designed correctly, your reception and client interface areas

     will create feelings of trust, stability and professionalism.

•   From our experience, office design can have an exceptional ,

     return on investment for your company, through an increase in 

     staff engagement and productivity. 

•   Strategic office design boosts employee’s productivity, increases 

     engagement and happiness and boosts staff morale. 

     In turn, your revenue increases (Yen, 2015). 

•   When employees are loyal and engaged, your profits will be higher; 

     when employees are unhappy and demotivated the company suffers

     (Gaeler, 2015). Employees perform better and are more open to  change

      and new ideas when they are happy.    

•   Change is always difficult for employees, but when they are aware

     and informed about the reasons and opportunities behind the office 

     changes, they are more likely to be invested in making those changes

     successful.  Making sure your design company offers Change 

     Management as one of their services will ensure a smooth  transition. 

So, what can good office design do for your business? 
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Budgets

Your budget will impact the design choices and finishes. Your interior

design company will advise you on what things cost and how to make

the most of your budget. It is important to expose these limitations so

that your offices can be designed to suit your pocket the first time around.

A wise designer will offer to re-use furniture or equipment that is in good 

condition, to supplement the new purchases. Big ticket items in budgets

include air-conditioning, power, information technology, fire prevention

sprinklers, security systems, audio visual equipment, lighting, ceilings and

flooring, and more recently, generators and water storage tanks.
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Design with employees in mind

A costly mistake would be to design without employee wellbeing in 

mind. The physical layout of the office is important to maximize

productivity. People need enough space to work, the right resources, 

and a comfortable and pleasant work environment. 

The work environment can be a contributing factor to employee health, 

engagement, productivity and retention (Meier, 2013). Hiring and training

new staff members may be more expensive than keeping your employees

happy. 

We recommend that you meet with each of your departments and ask

how  they work and what they would like to include in their new office

environment. The more information and ideas you have, the better. A 

management team or project committee can narrow down viable options

for design requirements. Your design company can use this information to

provide you with the right design solutions.
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A professional design company will have an experienced construction team

to work with. They will advise you on processes and time parameters.  

They will work within the health and safety guidelines ensuring a quality 

installation within the by-laws, rules and regulations. This is a tricky

part of the project and it pays to have professional teams providing a one

stop solution. The most essential thing to remember is to have a plan in place to

avoid pressure. Procedures ensure that you remain informed throughout the

construction process. You need to make sure that the design firm will manage

the entire project process from demolition, construction, furniture delivery

and installation, through to final cleaning and snag resolution.

Using a professional, qualified construction team
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•   The office design firm that you have selected will provide you with a 

     project plan, with expected timelines for the work. This will extend

     from design concept, through to construction drawings, budget 

     approval, construction and delivery of furniture and fittings. Most

     renovation or new build projects average between 8-16 weeks when

     working in an existing building.

•   Arrange to have your own internal meetings to obtain information and 

     get company sign-off on budgets and approval on design solutions.  

     This prevents hold-ups during the project. 

•   Another reminder is to take note of any unexpected expansion aspects

     of the project due to last minute ideas. Sudden inspiration is a wonderful

     thing... unless it extends your construction timeline out by several weeks 

     during installation. Remember too that some creative interior design concepts 

     take longer than others and you need to take this into consideration. 

•   Allow time for furnishing, accessorising, the completion of snags and the

     actual staff move.

Project deadlines- start and finish
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•   As someone else has the project in hand, you are able to attend to your

     core business, and focus on making your company profitable

•   The design company can advise you on new ways of working to optimise

     your staff user experience which benefits processes and bottom-line

     performance

•   The design company has direct access to suppliers and can secure better

     prices 

•   The design company has a Change Management offering which smooths

     the transition to your new environment, gaining staff participation and keeping them

     informed and engaged

•   The design company has qualified experience in delivering the installation

     you require

The benefits of using a professional design company are:
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Does your offfice
project seem like 
it is more than you
can handle?

Contact Paragon Interiors

+27 11 7065123 
or fill in your details and we’ll contact
you for a no-obligation consultation

Paragon Interiors
can help to smooth
the process
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contact us


